VOLUNTEER IMPACT SURVEY

Personal Background
- How long have you been volunteering?
- What is your ethnicity?
- How do you identify?
  - Male
  - Female
  - Non-binary
  - Prefer not to state

Personal Impacts of the SCOPE Program
- How comfortable were you with informal science communication before joining SCOPE? [1-5]
- Has volunteering made you more comfortable? [1-5]
  - No change (1)
  - Significantly more (5)
- Have you gained informal science communication skills since joining SCOPE? [y/n]

Impact of SCOPE on Academic Progress
- Does volunteering impact your academic progress? [yes/no]
  - How so? (positive or negative)
- Do you think SCOPE is valuable to your education/scientific training? [1-5]
  - Does your advisor? [y/n/unsure]
- Does your advisor think volunteering with SCOPE negatively impacts your academic progress? [y/n/unsure]

Your SCOPE Experience
- How do you think SCOPE can improve?
- What is your favorite part about volunteering for SCOPE?
- What unique perspective do you feel you add to your tours?
- Do you lean towards one type of tour (i.e. Pier, Hubbs, Beach Geo)? [y/n]
  - Why?